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The object of this note is to make two different remarks on central

limit theorems (CLTs) of the type proved by Strassen and Dudley (1969),

Gine (1974) and Jain and Marcus (to appear). The first of them has to

do with speed of convergence: the kind of conditions on the modulus of

continuity of a C(S)-valued random variable under which these theorems

are proved seem to be also adequate for treating speed of converpence

questions by reduction to finite dimension, at least for the sup norm

functional and under certain conditions on the covariance of the varl-

able. The second remark consists of an application: one of these CLTs

(Gine (1974» implies Donsker's invariance principle for variables with

2+8 moments, positive, or even with less restrictive conditions, but

it does not seem to imply the invariance principle for variables with

only the second moment finite. The proofs Vlill only be sketched. Com-

plete proofs as well as complementary results may appear elsewhere.

1. Bounds on the speed of convergence. The best result known on the

CLT in C(S) is due to Jain and Marcus (to appear) and is as follows:

let {Xi }: =1 be a sequence of centered i.i.d. C(S)-valued random vari-

ables, (S,d) compact metric; if

(1)

where M lS a square integrable random variable and e is a continu-

ous pseudo-distance such that J6H1/2(s,e,X)dX < 00 (H is the metric en-

tropyof (S,e), .i v e . H(S,e,x) = log inf Ln : diameVi .2.x}),

then

(2 ) weak*-lim L[n- 1 / 2 ( X
1
+... +X)J = L(Z),

n-> n

Z being the centered Gaussian process determined by Cov X1 , which lS

sample continuous.

Condition (1) with M = 1, was introduced by Strassen and Dudley

(1969) and, in the present form but with a stronger entropy condition,

by Gine (1974).

Here we obtain some weak speed of convergence results for this the-

orem.
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Theorem 1. Let 1 be a sequence of symmetric i.i.d. CCS)-valuedl l=
random variables CCS,d) compact metric) satisfying condition Cl) with:

Ci) ME L3cn,p) and EM2=1, and

Cii) HCS,e,x) Cx2 Ca- 1) for some

in a neighborhood of zero.

Assume further that

(iii) EIX1(s)1
3 < co for some s£ Sand

(iv) Var(X1(s)).::. cJ2 > 0 for every s e; S.

Then,

(3) /p{n-1/21Ixl (w)+ •• • +Xn(W) I I",.::.:\}-P{ IIZ(w) [1",'::'A}'I<HOHlog n)-a/2C1-a),

where H(A) is bounded on bounded sets (and is at most 0(1.) as A+",).

Remarks. The symmetry hypothesis for Xl may be replaced by: Xl(s) cen-

tered for every sand ECX1Cs)-Xl(t))2+0/[E(X1CS)-Xl(t))2JC2+0)/2>C

for some 0>0 and C>O and all s,t such that X1Cs)-X1(t) is non-

degenerate. If MEL",Cn,p) or if HCS,e,x) .::.. Cx a- 1, then Xl can be

taken centered instead of symmetric. If instead of (iv), the covarlan-

ce of Xl equals the covariance of Brownian motion or the BroVlnian brid-

ge, then the theorem is still true and in fact H{A) may be taken to be

a constant. Under stronger conditions on the metric entroDV VIe can ob-
. . . -l/a

tain bounds In (3) decreasing as a power of n Cif HCS,e,x).::..log x

then the bound is of the order of PCA)n-a/6C2-a)).

The proof of Theorem 1 lS based on the following three lemmas.

Lemma 1. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 there exist constants C'

and

(4)

where

C" such that, from some r on and for every n,

P{sup ( t) 2-r n- 1 / 2[S Cs)-S (t)[>C'2-ar}<CI2-ar-l+CIIEM3n-1/2,
e s, n n -

Sn denotes X1+",+Xn'

The proof of this lemma follows the pattern of the proof of proba-

ble equicontinuity of n- 1 / 2S in the theorem of Jain and Marcus (to
n

appear). The stronger condition (ii) on the metric entropy of (S,e)

makes it possible to give explicit values to the positive numbers 0,

E and In inequality C2.18) there.

2. Let CT,d) be a compact metric space and let Z be a cente-
2 2

red sample continuous Gaussian process on T such that EZ (t).::.cJ >0

for every t Eo T. Then, the distributions of the random variables

SUPt f. TZ(t) and SUPt EO T Iz(t ) I are absolutely continuous I.lith respect

to Lebesgue measure and their densities have versions which are bounded
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on bounded sets (and grow at most as D(A) as A+oo).

Lemma 2 is a direct consequence of some results of Ylvisaker (1965)

and (196 8).

Given any two points y and Z In pk, let R(y,z) be the k-di-

mensional parallelogram which vertices are all the points with each co

ordinate either equal to the corresponding one of y or to the corres-

ponding one of z. With this notation we have:

Lemma l. Let {x i}:=1 be a sequence of centered i.i.d. variables

with values in Rk such that Elx113<00 and, if x1 = (x 11'··· ,x1k)'
> D for j=1, ... ,k. Let b be the covariance of xl and let 0J'=

J 3 2 3/2
Elx1 j I /(Ex1 j) , j=1, ... ,k. Then there exists a universal constant

kC" 1 such that, for every y, z E '" ,

I
-1/2 ( ) ( )}' ( ) « )) I "' 5/3 [ -1/2 k ] 1/3P{n x 1+ ... +x n fR y,z D,b R y,z <C k n ri=1oi .

This lemma can be proved similarly to Theorem 3 in Sazonov (1968);

the main change consists in the use of Lemma 4 in Paulauskas (1969).

Next we show how these three lemmas are used in the proof of Theo-

rem 1.

Let

we have

k
{si}i=l be a finite subset of S. Then, with Sn = X1+ · · .+X n,

(5 ) IP {n -1/2 I ISn ( w) I I A} - P1 I IZ( w) 1I A} I
[P {n -

1 / 2 1 Is (w)11 >A} - P{max . n- 1/ 2 IS (S·)I>A}] +
n 00- l nl-

IP {ma x . n-1/2IS (s.) I>A} - P{max·IZ(s.) I>AJI+
l nl- l l-

[P{ I !Z(w) - P{maxi IZ(si)

Let us call A,

summands in the

timated by means

therefore, for

B and C respectively the first, second and third

second term of this inequality. The term B can be es-
3 cr- 3Kof Lemma 3. If K = EIIX1 ( w) 1100 then, p. < and

l

(6 ) k
1/24

n

Lemma 3 gives

(7)

Note now that

-1/2
1

Imax. n S (s.) <A- E} +
l n l

Is (S')!>A - c } P max. n-1/ 2 IS (s·)I>).}]
n l '- l n l -

A 2 respectively the first and second Inand

A P {n-1/2 I Is n ( w) I I A,

[P {max. n - 1/ 2
l

( 8 )

Denote by
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the second term of (B). If {si} lsx-densein (S,e), then,

A1.::. P{sup ( t)< n- l 12IS (s)-S (t)I>E:}.e s, y n n -

By (6) and hypothesis (ii), we can choose the set {Si} x-dense with x

of the order of (log n)-1/2(1-a). Then, taking E: = C'x a in (4), Lemma

1, we obtain the following bound for A1 :

(9) A
1

.::. 2- 1C ' Clog n)-aI2(1-a).

Adding and substracting P{max·IZ(s.) I>A-d - P{max·IZ(s.) I>A} to A2l l - l l-
and applying Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we have

(10 )

where K(A) is bounded on bounded sets and is at most O(A) as

The function K(A) is independent of the set

can be bounded as A because the process Z

similar to (4); the only difference is that

Theorem 1 follows from (7)-(10).

{s.}. The ouantitv C
l J

satisfies an inequality

Lemma 3 is not needed.

1. The invariance principle. Theorem 1 In Gine (1974) can be restated

for triangular arrays:

Theorem 2. Let {Yn1,·· "Ynk be a triangular array (Ynl"'" Ynk
independent for each n) of C(S)-valued random variables such n

2
that EYnk(s) < 00 for every s, nand k. Suppose:

(i) there exists a centered Gaussian process Z on S such that

the finite dimensional distributions of Sn

converge to the ones of Z, and

(ii) the pseudo-distance

y 1+'" +Y k
n n n

e Cs j t ) = sup lis IlL + sup k i lY k(s)-Y k(t) IIn n 2 n , n n 00

lS continuous and such that < 00.

Then, z is sample continuous and weak*-lim L(S) = L(Z).n -+00 n

Let now {x. be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables such that
2 l l- 2+8

EX1 = 0, EX1 = 1 and Elx1 ! < 00 for some 8 > ° (in fact,

wouLd be cnough ) . Define sn = and

( -1/2[ [ ]i;n w,t) = n S[nt](w) + (nt-,nt )X[nt]+l(w)

for every natural number n, wE rI and tE.[O,l] ([.] denotes the func-

tion "greatest integer smaller than or equal to'). !;n(w) is a C[O,l]-

valued random variable. Since Xl is square integrable, the invariance

principle asserts that the distribution of i;n(w) converges weakly

(weak*) to the distribution of Brownian motion. We will deduce this
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fact from Theorem 2.

Set

if

if

if

o<nt<k-1

k-l<nt<k

k<nt<n.

Then, = In order to apply Theorem 2 we must discard the

trajectories of the processes Xnk which are too steeD i.e., we must

truncate xk. Define

otherwise,

Y X . hId b d t" , - "n v I' ,nk as nk W1t xk rep ace Y Yk, an - ..t 1S easj

to see that the sequences and are weak*-conver-

gence equivalent, in fact, that IIi:: (w) - + II ... 0 a.s. In"n n n : co

particular, the finite dimensional distributions of

to the ones of Brownian motion and so, in order to obtain the invarian-

ce principle for {xi} we only need to check hypothesis (ii) in Theo-

rem 2 for the triangular array {Ynk-Eynk}.If [ns} = = k, then

1/2
= n Is-tlyk,

and if [ns] = k-1 and = k-r-1, r # 0, then

n- 1 / 2 [Ck-r-nt)v +y +. "+(ns-k+1)v 1.. k-r k-r-l . k

Therefore,

(11 )

It is equally easy to verify that

(12) IIYnk(s)-YnkCt) 1° / 2 ( 2+0 ) .

With (11) and (12), the second hypothesis of Theorem 2 is checked and

therefore, the law of converges weakly to the law of Brownian mo-

tion as n-+co •

In fact, Theorem 2 holds under the weaker (and best possible)

hypothesis of < co (to appear)). Then, a simple

truncation gives the final result of Jain and '1arcus mentioned in Sec-

tion 1. But this does not seem to imply the invariance principle under

the weakest conditions either (only with xl [Log Ixl111/4+ 8£L2 (rl, 10) ) .
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